OUR IMPACT
We build common ground to close prison doors and open doors of opportunity by:

DELIVERING RESULTS

- **16** Federal and State Bipartisan Criminal Justice Reform Bills Passed
- **$55.5 Billion** Federal Funding for Green Investments
- **18,000+** Community Members Released from Federal Prison
- **$70K** Average Starting Salary for Full-Time Cohort Graduates
- **96** Black and Brown Students Trained for Paid Tech Industry Roles
- **$100 Million** in Funding for Clean Transportation

"I’m the mother of one son and one daughter who were eight and nine years old when I went to prison. Now, they are grown adults and I am a grandmother! I cannot get back the lost time or pain that I caused but this law has reunited us sooner so we can begin to heal, as a family."

**TANESHA BANNISTER**
Freed under the First Step Act

LIFTING SOLUTIONS

The largest day of action for criminal justice reform. 40 virtual events in 36 states, organized by our directly impacted Empathy Network leaders

Top Black and Brown green economy founders and entrepreneurs united to fuel innovation

Community groups, companies like PwC and Target, and 6000+ Dream Corps members gathered to find solutions to tech’s most pressing problems
"Finding common ground requires lots of listening and learning on both sides, but it can happen. In rooms full of unlikely allies, it already is."

MICHELLE ROMERO
Chief Programs Officer
Dream Corps

Kai Frazier, founder of Kai XR, an immersive “edtech” start-up, is leading the tech driven future of education. Our Activate & Inspire series gives viewers the tools to take their own place in shaping a more inclusive tech sector by uplifting the stories of leaders like her.

TED TALK: The Radical Act of Choosing Common Ground
Nisha Anand
go.ted.com/nishaanand

1.5 MILLION VIEWS

ENGAGING COMMUNITY

ACTIVATE & INSPIRE
A monthly series where emerging Black and Brown tech talent build relationships, share ideas, and dialogue with influential leaders.

PEOPLE’S INAUGURATION
A post-election healing event reaching 115 million people, in partnership with 220+ organizations and leaders, to celebrate democracy and seek renewal.

DREAM CIRCLES
Dozens of monthly virtual gatherings where thousands of Dream Corps members join together to bravely envision a better world.

Contact CEO NISHA ANAND: NISHA@DREAMCORPS.US